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Well as everyone who has visited the SBG
Sword Forum surely knows by now—last
month was a pretty special month for me personally…
After all, its not everyday you get to become a
Daddy for the first time…! ;-)
Yes, it‘s true—I had (on my wife Kanako‘s
request) been keeping our baby daughter Lana
Southren a secret from you all…
But now that she is here with us (and nearly 1
month old now—man, time sure flies!) I am
officially allowed to announce her arrival into
this big wonderful world of ours…
Naturally, it means that I have taken some time
off from updating anything new at SBG during
this first month. But with this edition of the

digest
my
‗paternity leave‘
is now officially
over...
And as you will
see on page 3,
there is a lot
planned for SBG
over the coming
months (and the
opportunity for
you all to help
shape the sites
direction—and
WIN a FREE SWORD in the process).
Thanks to everyone for bearing with me!

- Paul Southren

SBG Site News
A picture is
worth
a
thousand
words, and I
reckon this
about sums
it up for last
months site
news…! :-)

PLUS:
 Video of the Month
 WIN a FREE Cheness
Ko-Katana!

Welcome to
the
world
my
little
sword girl..!

 Check out the latest
range of sub US$100
budget Katana.
 And much, much
more!

Lana Karin
Southren
© Sword-Buyers-Guide.com 2007
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Sword Industry News
MUSASHI SWORDS
The next generation of Musashi Tokusen II
Swords have landed and are making quite a
splash!

be many of these deals left. So if either of these
new swords appeal to you—be sure to snap
them up!

CAS IBERIA/HANWEI
While the official 2007 Cas Iberia Catalog (the
printed version) is not due for release until July,
the PDF version is available for immediate
download here:

With numerous improvements over their previous sub US$100 line of light duty cutters, including REAL rayskin and a super tight cord
wrap (much like on the sub $200 Wind Katana)
they also look the part—with plenty of ‗bling‘,
including ornate tsuba, a hardwood display box
and attractive burgundy saya.

“While the competition
may be more fierce now
than ever before, Cas/
Hanwei are definitely
still strongly in the
game…”

Definitely fantastic value for just $90-$98 (with
FREE Shipping in the USA), the first 25 people
to use the special coupon code ‗TOKUSENSBG15‘ will save an additional $15 that is applied then and there in the checkout!
Another new Musashi Sword worth mentioning
is the Rosewood Shirasaya—which is now
available a sinister looking black lacquer...

Another of the Tokusen II
BR Musashi Swords—
now with a cord wrap
and real same...

http://www.casiberia.com/upload/CAS2007-RC3.pdf

This catalog features some information on Paul
Chen (Chen Chao Po) and the development of
the Hanwei Forge from the early 1990s to the
present as well as some interesting insider information on the forging of Japanese Swords
(not to mention lots of new and exciting products!).

Once again, SBG saves you money—these
Shirasaya are normally US$59.99—but for the
first 15 people, the price will drop to just
$49.99 (with FREE Shipping in the USA) by
using the special coupon code ‗BLKSHIRASBG10‘.
As these special offers were first introduced
here in the SBG Sword Forum, there may not

While many of the swords listed in the Catalog
do not come anywhere near SBG‘s official
US$300 cut off point (i.e. The US$1,800.00 L6
Bainite Katana for one!) - there is still plenty to
drool over. But for those of us with tighter
budgets, the most notable bit for me was a detailed (and long overdue) explanation of the
properties of the new XL and Elite Katana series in more detail than ever before
(previously—it was all a bit vague).
Overall, a very interesting read—and it shows
that while the competition may be more fierce
now than ever before, Cas/Hanwei are definitely still strongly in the game...

© Sword-Buyers-Guide.com 2007
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SBG in 2007
A Behind the Scenes Preview into What is planned for 2007
With last month hiatus and time off to help raise my baby daughter Lana, I spent a
fair amount of time thinking and planning where SBG will be going this year...
There are a lot of projects on the backburner. So in this short article, I will be giving you a preview of what I have planned for the next few months—and how YOU
can shape the direction SBG takes as it expands into the future...
First off on the SBG ‗to do‘ list is some general housekeeping.

of my destruction tests as an example of how
to treat a sword...

A basic law of the web is ‗before you expand, you must contract‘ and this month will
see a planned ‗contraction‘ to give SBG the
room it needs to expand—which really will
just involve amalgamating and shifting several pages in the left hand column nav bar
into other larger pages. (e.g. Falchions and
Scimitars can go into the ‗medieval swords‘
category—and ‗Ninja Swords‘ can go into
the broader ‗Japanese sword‘ category).

So it is definitely a priority...

Next up –the sword buyers directory is also
in need of some work to include regional
distributors (i.e. Australia, Europe, UK, etc).
But once this is done, there are a couple of
new projects high on the agenda...
The first is a special sub category to cover
swords of the Viking era. I considered making this a standalone page—but at the end of
the day I think the best place for it is at the
end of the Ancient Swords to act as a bridge
between this and the ‘medieval swords‘ category...
The second project, and arguably the most
ambitious, includes articles and resources on
sword training...
Now I have talked about doing this before –
and to be honest, I have kept putting it off as
I wanted it to be ‗just right‘. But the time has
come to put up or shut up—especially as
there are a lot of folk who may attempt to use
their swords in the same manner as in some

Anyway, once I have these two sections
‗completed‘, I have a half finished draft about
fantasy swords that will be added as a standalone. And then I will gradually be introducing new genres, like post renaissance side
swords and 18th and 19th century sabres...
As you can see—there is a heck of a lot more
work to be done before I have at least touched
on all the bases that I want SBG to cover. And
it‘s even busier because at the same time, I am
also developing a second website that is effectively an overview of the primary sword makers in our sub US$300 price range that will, in
time, compliment and ‗mesh‘ with SBG quite
closely.

One of the pending new categories on SBG—Viking
Swords...

“With all this going on it
may be a struggle to
publish the Sword Buyers
Digest on a monthly
basis….”

With all this going on, it might be a struggle
to publish the Sword Buyers Digest on a
monthly basis—at least until this backlog has
been addressed. I‘ll play it by ear—and if
possible will try to get an issue out each
month—even if it is a bit shorter than usual...
Anyway—to make sure that these changes are
on the right track, I invite you to comment
and submit your own suggestions right here at
the SBG Sword Forum—after all, SBG isn‘t
for me—it‘s for YOU!
The most helpful suggestion will win a Cheness 9260 Tenchi Ko Katana valued at
US$189.99 from the SBG Sword Store! (See
below for details!)

WIN A FREE SWORD COMPETITION!
Let me know your suggestion for Sword Buyers
Guide here at the SBG Sword Forum, and any
entry posted by the 20th of June will be voted on at
the SBG Sword Forum to Win a FREE Cheness
9260 Tenchi Ko Katana from the SBG Sword
Store—shipped out anywhere in the world!
© Sword-Buyers-Guide.com 2007
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Basics of Japanese Swordsmanship
By Darren McNamara, Australia
After numerous requests for a basic guide to Japanese swordsmanship, fellow Aussie Darren McNamara (aka „Chopchop‟ on the SBG Sword Forum) put together
this extremely helpful basic overview. In it you will find everything from the types of
grips to use when using a Katana, basic etiquette, and the correct way to strike—all
written in a down to earth and very easy to understand manner.
In due course, this excellent guide will be part of a new page on Swordsmanship
pending for the main site. But in the meantime, enjoy! This is REALLY good stuff...
It is hard to know where to start this...
As this is not my first study of a sword related
art, I do not want to confuse people or mix
traditions by sounding too definitive about
my text or reasons. I have been studying various types of kenjutsu for 18 years now on and
off, along with other Japanese traditional
weapons arts, however until now have just
looked at myself as a student and probably
always will.
The handling tips I refer to here are based my
learnings from the Shinto ryu school of
swordsmanship, and are only a guide for
those with an interest in the subject that may
not have a sword school in their area. Nothing else replaces true instruction by a highly
dedicated teacher or instructor, but please
look at this as just a taste of what you could
learn with proper one on one tuition.

Practitioners of the Shinto Ryu
in Japan...

shortfall that may occur to the teacher, student or even a bystander that may be too
close to the moment. This is not a guarantee
though, and I can assure you many accidents
still occur due to other factors that can be
unforeseeable.
At the beginning of class, we always bow
down to the dojo facing front as a mark of
respect to what we are about to learn.
The bokken (wooden katana), Iaito
(unsharpened katana), or shinken(live, sharp
blade) is placed on our right side as my
photo shows.

“Nothing else replaces true
instruction by a highly
dedicated teacher or
instructor….”

This was also inspired by the amount of
cheaper katanas that are available on the market nowadays and the rather young or inexperienced hands (sometimes!) that seem to be
obtaining them. If this prevents just one accident from mishandling a sharpened blade then
it has been worthwhile.
After all, the Japanese have all these formalities and doctrines so unnecessary harm does
not befall any practitioner who wishes to train
correctly. I will try to simplfy it as much as
possible, however may use the odd Japanese
phrase here or there for want of a better English word of the same meaning.
Every move or stance we use while training is
highly tried and sequenced to lessen any

Darren’s Avatar on the SBG
Sword Forum—the legendary USAGI YOJIMBO!!
The sword is placed on my right side during
bowing to openly show NO hostility to the
moment, if it was placed on my left side it
would show that I intended to use the sword
in a hostile fashion after unsheathing it (i.e.
© Sword-Buyers-Guide.com 2007
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Basics of Japanese Swordsmanship (Cont)
By Darren McNamara, Australia
times of impending battle or before a duel). This is because
I would have to hold the scabbard in my left hand to unsheathe with my right in times of need. Also if passing a
sheathed blade or bokken to a fellow practitioner I pass it
with my right hand to his/her right hand, always with a gap
of a hands width below the mouth of the scabbard for the
receiver to grab it with.

As if you hold it too far up the scabbard when the other
person goes to grab it they are forced to grab the tsuka
(swords handle), if the scabbard is lose it will fall to the
ground injuring your fellow practitioners toe or foot , possibly breaking the scabbard, and making a loud noise. The
reason we practice this pass-over technique with bokken as
well, is that we use a bokken as a pretence for using a liveblade so must treat it with the same respect.

This is for the obvious reason that we only want the blade
to come out when we actually want it to come out and some
swords do sit loosely in their scabbards after they have been
drawn in and out too many times. The left hand then lips
the obi (sword belt) over a little for the sword and scabbard
to then be inserted into your respective belt.
When deciding to use a katana one should be of empty
mind, it will not do your techniques any good if you are
highly stressed, angry, worrying about something, or thinking about anything that stops you from being relaxed and
calm in the moment. You have a potential killing and
maiming instrument in your hand, and must have the respect of a calm mind to instrument it correctively and precisely. If your mind is not in the correct frame, you should
put the sword down and go and deal with your thoughts at
hand before proceeding further.
When you feel it is
time to proceed, I
am taught to position
my sheathed sword
on my left-side of
my belt facing parallel to the front position of your stance.
While having your
katana displayed across your body, as the next photo shows,

After
rising
from the bow to
begin our class,
we pick the
sword up with
our right hand
as such, with
our thumb over
the tsuba (hiltguard).

may look nice and remind you of a samurai, however if you
were to draw the blade quickly at this point, you would
slash or bash your fellow practitioner on your right, in the
face or chest! This method of positioning your sword on
your left facing front, was also used by the Roman army, as
marching in Phallanx formation means one has to take care
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Basics of Japanese Swordsmanship (Cont)
By Darren McNamara, Australia
of who is around you when drawing any blade. After all, it
is counter-productive to kill or maim your own troops by
accident. This method in positioning also makes your
sword‘s length harder to see on your person than the classic
sword carrying samurai position.
When ready to draw the blade from its scabbard, your left
thumb should already be securing the blade (as explained
earlier ) in place, bring your right hand up to the swords
handle and grip it securely. Slowly release your thumb to be
now holding the mouth of your scabbard with your left hand
rather securely, whilst drawing the blade from scabbard in
an upwards motion.

When the kissaki (tip of the blade) has cleared the scabbard,
bring the sword to a 45 degree angle in front of your body
whilst releasing your left hand from the scabbard to now
grip the end of the swords handle.
The swords handle should have a slight tilt towards your
left hip in case you have to draw it back quickly, with the
tip of the blade dead centre in front of you.
At the same time as all this, moving your right foot forward
about one foot ahead of your left foot. Without getting to
technical, this stance you have now achieved is a basic
stance that most movements you will make with your
sword, defensive and offensive, start from.

At this point I feel it worthy to mention a few points on the
common hand-grip used with katanas or other longer Japanese swords.
As I have stated earlier, being relaxed is where it all stems
from. You do not grip a Japanese sword like you are about
to squeeze the living s**t out of it, or as if you are ringing
someones neck. If your grip looks similar to the first two
photos below, you need to relax. Whilst you may grip an
axe like this (gakku), you need a lot of swing to swing an
axe properly. If you hold the sword correctly, there never
need be fear that it will slip out of your hand or that you
should need excessive force in order to 'cut it harder?'.

For a correct grip, your arms should be relaxed but your
grip firm and secure. One of my sempais, would shake my
hand every training session to see how relaxed he thought
we were. As I was brought up to give strong , firm handshakes he would crease up as I charged in with my hand.
He would then say,‖ Is everything ok, I didn't realise we
were arm-wrestling ―. Thing was I thought I was relaxed
until I shook his hand. True emptiness takes years of practice. The grip for a Japanese sword is like that of a tennis
raquet, a golf club, or a cricket bat. So ask your local sports
teacher, golf-pro, or your Dad for any tips on structuring
your grip if one is handy to you.
The grip goes tightest from your little finger up to lightly
resting in your forefinger and thumb. Your right hand at top
should be a little less than an inch from the sword guard
(tsuba), with your left hand at the rear of the swords handle
(tsuka) and your left little finger wrapped tighly around the
very end of the handle, as shown below.

Many of you have probably seen scenes in Japanese movies
where disgraced Yakuza cut off their little finger‘s digit as
© Sword-Buyers-Guide.com 2007
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Basics of Japanese Swordsmanship (Cont)
By Darren McNamara, Australia
a penance for a misdeed. This was to make the disgraced
gangster unable to hold a sword correctly and then directly
need to rely on their organization more for defence. The
next offence would then require the next finger up from the
little one to be cut off and so on, until eventually you developed the nickname Stumpy or had to commit seppuku.
Probably the latter though.
From your current position, you could proceed with a thrust
or to adjust into Jodan, or maybe ahso. Stepping forward
with your left foot about one foot ahead of your right, for
Jodan you raise your sword above your head. The blade
over your head is not parrallel to your stance but with the
tip on a slight angle towards your right side, as your cut is
aiming to the left-side bottom. Not a straight down vertical
cut. So as the katana raised over your head looks like it
flows out of your left arm, as a sort of elongated extension.
Your elbows must be tucked in to not look like chicken
wings. Looking through your forearms at your opponent.

Now you are ready to cut. We cut away from our body with
NO wind up whilst sword is in mid air. Think of it as cutting a very, very large tomato, we cut away from us , then
in a downwards fashion, and then at the end of the cut bring
it back into yourself. If this seems confusing , practice with
a large kitchen knife cutting a tomato on a chopping board.
Away, downwards,
then back-in in a semi
-sawing fashion.
At the end of the cut
your arms should be
positioned like mine
are in photo to the
right.
Theoretically, the tip of the blade should not fall any lower
than the swords handle. If you look like this after your
swing and cut.

“CHICKEN WINGS”

You are OVERswinging the
blade and compromising your
grip on the
sword, try practicing again but
slower until you
achieve correctness...

CORRECT POSITION
As a guide, if you look up a bit you should just be able to
see your left fist almost touching your forehead.
To get to the position known as Ahso, as you step forward
with your left foot raise the sword past your shoulder to the
right side of your head (as in next photo).

As you cut step forward with your right foot. This step is
probably the most important step as it ensures that you
don‘t cut your kneecap off ! If you are cutting from your
right shoulder you will step forward with your right foot,
cutting across yourself (Kesa) ending down on your bottom

© Sword-Buyers-Guide.com 2007
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Basics of Japanese Swordsmanship (Cont)
By Darren McNamara, Australia
left side, and vice-versa.
Constantly your opponent will be looking at your technique
to find flaws of which he/she will then use to attack you
with. The blade is always the teacher, even in Jodo , the
blade is the teacher.
A good swordsman waits for his opponent‘s pre-emption of
movement to see how to counteract it. Not always, but more
than often, he who strikes out first , loses! Simply because
they give their movements away by acting first. There is
never any rush where swords of any kind are involved.
Patience will always triumph.
After the cut is finished, unless another cut is eminent, the
blade should be re-sheathed to stop any accidents and ready
the sword for the next draw.
A loose blade is just asking for trouble and a quick draw is
best achieved from the scabbard, so putting the blade away
is the natural recourse.

As you are re-sheathing your blade, place your left hand
back to the mouth of the scabbard. The sword is brought
down the scabbard at an about 45 degree angle . With the
sharp edge of the blade slightly angled away from you.

Bring your left hand up again to hold the mouth of the scabbard, while turning the sword on a horizontal angle with the
right hand and placing it above the scabbard ready for rentry to the scabbard, as photo below.

Some schools re-sheath their blades with the scabbard horizontal, as I used to practice in battojutsu training, however,
this is not so in my current school so will leave to another
time.
This completes the action. All that is left are certain formalities of the discipline which really need to be taught by
a authorized teacher.
Slowly, at first,‘ wipe‘ the blade down your left hand directing it with your left thumb and lightly with your left forefinger until you reach the tip of the blade (kissaki).
Then again with the two fingers mentioned on your left
hand, gently direct it in and down your scabbard.
Obviously the more times you practice this the more confident you get. I find myself now hardly using my forefinger
at all with just a little push of my thumb to get it in.

Special thanks to Tsafa, and Shootermike for pushing me
up on the stage and believing in my rantings .It‘s all good in
the end and I sincerely hope that it will inspire others to
seek out schools of true swordsmanship. The furthest I have
had to travel to get the training I felt I needed, is a 2-hour
drive each way, to do a two hour class in between. In life if
you want something bad enough, nothing can stand in
your way, not even distance.

© Sword-Buyers-Guide.com 2007
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SWORD REVIEW:
Cold Steel Viking Sword
however, very fast service from Warriors and Wonders in Vancouver.
Compared to any pictures I have found online, this thing is
gorgeous! I love the Celtic knots - they really add a rich look to
this sword and the scabbard is wood covered in leather - very
simple and elegant, in a Viking kind of way!
I am not aware of any viking swords actually existing that
looked this way, and the fuller is so narrow, it is basically a
type X blade - the quillions are very long for a Viking, and
taper at the ends. The pommel is peened invisibly, and the hanReview by SBG Forumite „Sandman‟
dle is huge and flat - I imagined a rounder fit in my hand, but
At long last! The much anticipated review of the Cold Steel after a few swings, I've gotten used to it. It seems to like the
Viking! This is my first sword, so I hope that I cover all of the handshake grip. Because of the long handle, if you squeeze
your hand up to the lower guard, you can use it two handed
bases. (I've learned from the best!)
like a bastard, the huge pommel being easy to hold.
Specs:
Here are some close-ups of the pommel and handle:
Cold Steel's website lists the specs as:

Cold Steel Viking Sword

Weight - 37.1 oz (approx. 2.3 Lbs)
Blade Thickness - 15/64"
Blade Length - 30 1/4"
Handle - 6 5/8" Leather wrapped
Overall Length - 36 7/8"

I would also like to add that the point of balance is about 6 3/4"
from the front of the lower hilt.
Why this Sword?
Well, I love Vikings - they were a cool people, with a rich culture. Here in Canada, options are limited, especially in the sub
$300 range - duties and taxes add a lot. I was worried at the
appearance of the Celtic Design, because with Cold Steel, they
only have a couple of grainy pics like the one above. I was also
expecting a plain leather scabbard with low grade metal fittings, but I took the plunge. The handle also has the ridges under the main wrap that seemed more appealing than rivets or
wood.
First Impressions
Being my first real Sword, it took a while to wipe the smile off
of my face. Who am I kidding, it's still there!
When it came in a box that was only an inch deep, I was
pleased that it was in one piece and straight, no rattles. It was

© Sword-Buyers-Guide.com 2007
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SWORD REVIEW:
Cold Steel Viking Sword (cont)

And Finally.........CUTTING!!!

Some pros and cons:

Out of the box, this thing was sharp, but not terribly, and in
fact seems to have a duller spot midway up the false edge. I
have also noticed that the very tip is dulled, possibly by being
too sharp at one point, and bending in the last half millimeter. I
have purchased a stone, but I'm still practising on cheap old
knives right now - hey, it's my first and only, no need to wreck
it! (yet)
Still, this thing slices easily through plastic bottles, but will not
go through more than one, like shootermike suggests; this
could be in part of my newbie swing as well.
On milk jugs, a lunge goes through so easily, you'll think you
missed, and I was able to take 6 slices out of it before it
drained! I had no idea I could do such a thing - perhaps I just
have good coordination?

Pros:
-Well balanced and light
-Large handle, can be swung like bastard sword
(just maybe not by the purist )
-Sharp
-just under $300US (for me, with tax, was $398 CDN!)

Cons:
-minor misfit where mouth of scabbard meets hilt - slight gap on
one side, but no biggie
-lack of uniformity in sharpening
-flatter, wider handle than I had hoped, but ok
-originally bought from ebay, and it fell through - almost settled
for less, but found two left at W&W
http://www.warriorsandwonders.com/
-for me with tax, $398 CDN

Of course, I had to hit a piece of wood to make sure it held up
to this crowd's standards; I figured it's a Cold Steel, it can take
it! It did! It buried itself an inch or so into a very dense round,
with no marks on the blade at all, and after another couple of
swipes, felt the true weight of the blade when it shuddered in I hope you liked the newbie report, and I hope I will have anmy hand. No rattling though! This blade is light, so there was other sword to review soon!
some vibration, but I wouldn't call it whippy by any means.
The 6 3/4" POB makes the 30" blade feel like 24" and the large
pommel doesn't seem to get in the way too bad, although I had
Availability:
to shift my hand after the first one!
As Sandman noted, the Viking is available in Canada
at W&W. However, in the USA the best place to buy
Overall
the Viking is at Trueswords.com where it is available
What can I say? My first sword is awesome!! Even though it
for just US$224.99 (compared to US$424.99 at Cold
has no historical bearing whatsoever, I think that as a funcSteel).
tional sword, it is an excellent buy. I think I will even use it to
train in two-handed swordplay, until I can afford another.
© Sword-Buyers-Guide.com 2007
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Shooting Swords II: Cheness Tenchi
By Mike Harris, Texas, USA
In case no one saw the ground-breaking announcement, I
bought my first Japanese sword to commemorate little Lana
Southren's birth. I chose a Cheness Shura with Bo-Hi as I
have read much about Cheness swords and the Shura
seemed like my most favorable option. Paul emailed to say
Paul Chen was picking me one out and it would be on the
way soon. But Mr. Chen good-naturedly suggested that if I
was going to be doing the shooting test on this one, I should
forego the bo-hi. PERISH THE THOUGHT! This katana
was to commemorate little Lana. There would be no testing
whatsoever.

Try as I might, I couldn't find a reason for it being a
"factory second" until I got the sword to the range. In the
clear sunlight I finally noticed two areas on the blade that I
would surmise to be the cause of the rejection of this sword.
Though hardly visible, there were two areas on the blade
that had built up some black stains. I would guess these are
where some micro fissures occurred. These spots are indicated by arrows in this photo.

But of course, me being the talkative type that I am, suggested that if Paul Chen might really WANT to have a
shooting test performed on one of his swords he was welcome to send one. I was joking, of course.
So it was to my considerable surprise and delight when a
SECOND Cheness Katana—a Tenchi (without bo-hi) was
found to have been delivered to my door! Don't ya just love
this forum and how close it brings us to such wonderful
sword makers and distributors? I certainly do!
So I set about to do a full-blown shooting test on this second katana. For those of you who are cringing, please relax.
When I opened the box, prominently placed on top was this
hand-written note:

Test Setup
The testing was conducted at my shooting range on Saturday 26 May 2007 at around 4:00 pm CST. The conditions
were partly cloudy with a temperature of 85 degrees Fahrenheit with a relative humidity of approximately 85%.
The Tenchi was clamped into a padded vise attached to my
cutting stand, and a tire was placed in front of the sword to
allow for some movement on impact, but to prevent the
sword from posing a hazard if it should work free of the
vise. An Oehler Model 33P chronograph was setup immediately in front of the arrangement to capture the impact velocity of each bullet. This was done to record the velocity
of each bullet, as velocity is one of the variables that can
greatly affect the results of such a test. Three segments
were then marked off on the blade by use of tape. This was
used as a visual guide on where to aim with each firearm.
This allowed for the separation of each type of ammunition
so the results would be easier to observe and document.

The Sword
So, I didn't feel so bad about going forward with what I had
intended. First up was taking a few shots of the subject
sword. It is a very nice sword, beautiful in fact.
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Shooting Swords II: Cheness Tenchi
By Mike Harris, Texas, USA
One regulation IPSC cardboard target was setup immediately behind the sword, with the white backside toward the
sword. This target will show the misses as well as the impacts of the shattered or split bullets.

for measuring the velocity of each round fired, to ensure
consistency in the evaluation of the test results.

Smith&Wesson Model 65
loaded with .38 Special 158 grain Hard Cast Semi-wadcutter bullets
muzzle velocity approx. 825 feet per second

Angled side view

M1911A1 .45 ACP
loaded with 230 grain Full Metal Jacket bullets
muzzle velocity approx. 850 feet per second

Shooter's eye view

Test Tools

The test tools consisted of three handguns with representative ammunition and an Oehler Model 33P chronograph for

Smith&Wesson Model 29 .44 Magnum
loaded with 240 grain Jacketed Soft Point bullets
muzzle velocity approx. 1,250 feet per second
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Shooting Swords II: Cheness Tenchi
By Mike Harris, Texas, USA
Results
I proceeded with the testing, firing all three handguns before going to check the sword. At the shots for both the .38
Special and the .45 ACP there was no noticeable movement
in the sword blade. From the impacts on the target I could
tell that several shots were good center hits on the blade,
indicated by jagged holes made on the wide edges of the
target, far away from the point of aim. These were the results of bullets cut into two or more pieces by the Tenchi
blade. The neat round holes in the center of the target were
near misses or glancing blows on one side of the blade.
I only fired one shot from the .44 Magnum. I could see a
clean center hit on the blade and large jagged holes on each
side of the target, indicating a center hit cleanly splitting the
bullet into two halves with a few secondary fragments.
However, there was clear damage to the blade so I stopped
to examine the results.
And these results were strange indeed. At least at first
glance.

However, I feel the results of this test are very enlightening.
This blade absorbed a lot of punishment without shattering.
Hits on the kissaki would have been expected to do considerable damage. You may notice that the further down the
blade these bullets impacted, the less the damage was. The
fact that only indentions and a bit of edge rolling occurred
in this thin section of the blade indicates to me that this
blade has the ability to withstand a LOT of abuse without
breaking.
The impacts of the .45 ACP military FMJ hardly did any
damage at all, as they struck at a part of the blade exected
to handle heavy cutting chores. This is really outstanding
and gives me confidence in this blade material and design.
The shattering effects of the .44 Magnum clearly demonstrate what can happen when a sword blade is pushed far
beyond it's intended impact point. Breakage can and will
occur in any sword blade if it's abused enough. But if you
notice the way the metal was removed from the edge, stopping when the thicker part of the blade was reached, you
will see the built-in durability of the design. I did not go
ahead and test this area until it broke, though I was sorely
tempted. I just didn't have the heart or stomach to inflict
any more damage on this lovely sword.
If the foregoing has caused any heartburn or nauscious feelings in the pit of your stomach...welcome to the club.

EDITORS NOTE:
Results of the shooting, on both blade and target.

It should probably go without saying „DO NOT
ATTEMPT THESE TESTS AT HOME‟ - Mike is a
Qualified Shooting Instructor and these tests were
conducted under strictly controlled conditions.

Personally, I found these tests to be extremely revealing.
And as one SBG Forumite mentioned, it‟s like speeding
up “the damage that a sword can be expected to take by
about 30 years or more in 15 minutes!”
Impacts noted and their resulting damage on the edge

AVAILABILITY AND WHERE TO BUY:
The Cheness 9260 Spring Steel Tenchi Katana is
available for the best price on the internet right here at
the SBG Sword Store for US$249.99 with FREE
SHIPPING IN THE USA!
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Book Review by Hank Reinhardt
By The Sword, Richard Cohen, Random House Publishers
This is a most curious book to review.

ing knocked off of the horse.

The author is a fencer, and is greatly in love
with the sport. As long as he is writing about
movie fencing, sport fencing and the history
of sport fencing, he does a good job. He recount some old duels, and although I do
know that he has some of them right, (No, I
wasn‘t there, but I have read many of the
same sources he uses.)

As for the sword being equal or better than
the lance or spear, that is entirely dependent
on how the weapons are used. But a line of
knight charging with leveled spears against
horsemen armed only with swords…..I‘ll take
the knights.

But the discussion of the Vidalia Sandbar
fight and the brief discussion of the Bowie
knife should have been left out. His knowledge is sketchy at best.
However it is the historical comments as he
furnishes a history of the sword that contains
the most errors.
These are errors of knowledge as well as
errors of judgement.
As an example, he talks about the Battle of
Adrianople. The Romans had attacked the
Goths, being unaware that the Gothic cavalry
was out raiding. The Gothic cavalry returned,
drove off the Roman cavalry, then penned
the Roman army up against the Gothic encampment. The Romans were literally
crushed and unable to move and the butchery
was enormous.
Mr Cohen states ―The simple but revolutionary invention behind this terrible rout was
the stirrup, a device until that moment was
unknown to the Romans, which gave horsemen the power to maneuver quickly and the
leverage to strike with greater force, a formidable advantage. For the first time in history
the sword was no longer secondary to the
lance or spear.‖
The Romans knew of the stirrup, but it had
not yet been placed into service. Not that that
would have made a difference, as the victory
was a tactical one and did not rely on any
one thing. In should be noted that people had
been fighting with swords on horseback for
many years before the invention of the stirrup. (Believed to have been invented in Central Asia about 1-200BC)
But the biggest advantage of the stirrup was
allowing better use of the lance or spear. It
could be couched, used to stab either overhand or underhand, and not worry about be-

Book Review by the legendary Hank Reinhardt

He also quickly names all sorts of weapons in
the following paragraph, none of which occur
in the following decades as he says. Aside
from that, he also gets them all wrong to boot.
There is one section that drove me up the
wall. He does give the origin of the term
―mail‖ and also states there was never any
such thing as ―chainmail‖. Then he turns right
around and uses the term ―plate mail‖ which
not only never existed, it can‘t exist.

“He also quickly names all
sorts of weapons in the

If it is plate, then it is not a net which is what
mail looks like.

following paragraph, noen

He also talks about how clumsy some of the
early cutting swords are, and how poorly balanced. True, if you‘re a fencer and you try to
use one as you would an epee, the it is clumsy
and poorly balanced.

following decades as he

of which occur in the
says. Aside from that, he
gets them all wrong to boot”

But I can also say that a revolver makes a
lousy hammer, as it is clumsy and does not hit
hard He also states that ―swords were used to
bludgeon their opponents‖.
Curious, as there are many swords that still
retain their sharp edges, and there are also
excavated skulls showing the effects pf sharp
edges.
IN the manufacture of swords he also leaves a
lot to be desired. Seemingly he doesn‘t seem
to understand that Damascus was a trading
post, and the really super blades were made
elsewhere, usually from Indian steel or Yemeni steel. His section on the Samurai also reflects just some cursory research. In short, this
book overreaches it self by a great deal.
Had Mr. Cohen dealt with movies, sport fencing and the history thereof, it would have
been a good book. As it stands now, too much
misinformation and myth.

- Hank Reinhardt
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Best Forum Posts (from the SBG Sword Forum)

Oils ain‟t oils—Hanwei Sword oil and other alternatives...
http://sbgswordforum.proboards70.com/index.cgi?board=general&action=display&thread=1178843163
Fantasy Swords—soooo, what‟s out there?
http://sbgswordforum.proboards70.com/index.cgi?board=fantasyswords&action=display&thread=1179361354
The Absolute Best Japanese Sword for under US$300….
http://sbgswordforum.proboards70.com/index.cgi?board=japaneseswords&action=display&thread=1180311972
Sabres, handguards—and their evolution...
http://sbgswordforum.proboards70.com/index.cgi?board=military&action=display&thread=1179932996
Lancelot Chan‟s recent RSW Sparring Videos
http://sbgswordforum.proboards70.com/index.cgi?board=swordtraining&action=display&thread=1179115332
It‟s official—the SBG Sword Forum welcomes its first official female member…! :-)
http://sbgswordforum.proboards70.com/index.cgi?board=newmembers&action=display&thread=1180175772

VIDEO of the MONTH

“Looks like even Paul at
SBG may one day be
Move over Terminator, there is a new
robot in town—and
he knows how to
sword fight!

saying „A robot took my
job‟...”

Developed by Professor Young-Bong
Bang from Korea‘s
Manufacturing and
Mechatronics Lab of
Seoul National University, the robot,
called ‗MUSA‘ is
equipped with sensors to measure the
amount of pressure
being applied to the
blade or bamboo
Shinai and is, so we
are told, engineered to avoid hitting its human opponents... (Gee, let‘s hope its software is not
programmed by Microsoft... Just kidding Mr. Gates!).
Apparently, Professor Bang is working to develop this robot sword fighter to be able to spar at
the 3rd dan level... Regardless though, If these little swords—er, men, go into production I‘d be
one of the first standing in the que to give it a go...!
The only thing that worries me is the bit showing Musa doing some test cutting at the end of
the clip... Looks like even Paul at SBG may one day be saying ‗A robot took my job‘.

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE VIDEO ON YOUTUBE
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Back Issues:

I hope you enjoyed this issue of the Sword buyers Di- October 2006 (pdf)
gest Magazine as much as I enjoyed putting it together
for you!

November 2006 (pdf)

See you all next month. Until then, stay safe and have
December 2006 (pdf)
fun with swords!

Paul Southren
ADVERTISING
Have a product that you think would be of interest to my subscribers? Send your enquiries to:
Paul@sword-buyers-guide.com

February 2007 (pdf)

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscribing to the Sword Buyers
Digest is absolutely FREE, to sign up
visit my subscriptions page here

March 2007 (acroflip)
April 2007 (acroflip)
May 2007(acroflip)

Special SBG Discount Offers for June
Musashi Swords NEW Product Line Discounts
I did mention these New Musashi Swords briefly in the Sword Industry News, but these deals are so good that they deserve a second mention.
The new Tokusen II range of budget light duty cutters feature real
rayskin, extra tight cord ito wrap, double pegged, beautifully sharpened blades and lots of bling (with a wooden display box)—all for
under US$100 (with FREE SHIPPING in the USA)
However, the first 25 people to enter the special coupon code:

TOKUSEN-SBG15

The Second Cool Musashi Swords offer is the new Rosewood
Shirasaya, which is now available in BLACK!
Normally just US$59.99 shipped in the USA, the first 15 people
to order using the special coupon code:

BLKSHIRA-SBG
Will see the checkout adjust the order to just $49.99 shipped!
Which, for a sword of this calibre, is a VERY attractive deal to
say the least. Click here to see the Black Shirasaya

Will see their order drop down another $15, meaning that the Sea
Dragon Katana pictured below is available for just $74 in the US,
shipped!!! Click here to check out the Tokusen II line up
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